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Abstract—Hybrid cloud is the best solution for organizations to scale their resources when demand increases. They store their confidential 
data on private cloud and can hire the instances of public cloud if there is brisk need of resources to handle the overload of organization 
operations. In this paper, Ant colony optimization algorithm has been proposed that schedule workflow applications in hybrid cloud. ACO 
finds the best schedule which results into reduction of execution cost while meeting the deadlines of workflow applications in hybrid 
environment. The performance of Ant colony optimization algorithm has been compared with other workflow scheduling algorithms such as 
genetic algorithm, min-min algorithm and max-min algorithm.   

Index Terms— Ant Colony Optimization, Workflow Application, Scheduling, Private, Public, Hybrid Cloud.  

——————————      —————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     
loud computing involves interconnection of data centres 
over the Internet. These data centres provide software, 
infrastructure and platform resources as services to cus-

tomer on pay-as-you use basis. Customers do not need to buy 
physical infrastructure, rather they rent the usage from third 
party provider. Cloud computing allow users to access cloud 
services from anywhere in the world through web interfaces. 
The servers in the cloud are shared by multiple users and this 
provides benefits to customer as well as third party provider. 
The multiple users access these servers at different time in-
stances and improve the utilization of data centres. Through 
centralization of resources the upfront expenditure of hard-
ware as well as software is also reduced. The user can sign the 
contract with third party and policies of contracts are covered 
in Service Level Agreement (SLA) document. Cloud compu-
ting deployment model describes where the physical data cen-
tres are located and who manages them. There are three types 
of deployment models: private, public and hybrid. In private 
clouds the data centre’s computing resources are hosted with-
in the organization. The computing resources are managed by 
organization itself. In public clouds, the computing resources 
are provided to general public over the Internet. The customer 
does not invest in physical infrastructure and get the access of 
resources on rent by employing pay-as-you go model. Public 
clouds offer access to large pool of scalable resources to cus-
tomers based on SLA (Service Level Agreement) documents. 
Hybrid clouds combine private clouds with public clouds 
through technology that enables the migration of applications 
from private clouds to public clouds. They share common 
API’s (Application Programming Interface) that enable the 
hybrid operations.  
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Scheduling is a process through which tasks are assigned to 
computational resources at data centres. The data centre em-
ploys broker or scheduler to make scheduling decisions. The 
scheduler uses scheduling algorithms such as ACO (Ant Col-
ony Optimization) to bind tasks with virtual resources. There 
are various types of cloud applications that are executed by 
cloud users at data centres. One of the cloud applications is 
workflow application in which tasks are linked as parent child 
relationships and are represented with directed acyclic graph 
(DAG). The DAG consists of nodes and edges. The node 
stands for the tasks and edges characterize relation of one task 
with other task. In some workflow applications tasks are exe-
cuted level by level as shown in figure 1. The tasks at level 0 
are executed before the execution of tasks at level 1.  

  

 

Fig. 1. Workflow Graph 
 

Scheduling workflow applications in hybrid clouds is a 
challenging task. It needs the migration of dependent tasks 
from private cloud to public cloud in away that dependencies 
among tasks are preserved. In this paper, ant colony optimiza-
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tion algorithm is employed to handle workflow scheduling 
problem on hybrid clouds. The rest of the paper is structured 
as follow: The related work is presented in section 2. The prob-
lem overview is presented in section 3. Ant Colony Optimiza-
tion algorithm at private cloud is presented in section 4. Ant 
Colony Optimization algorithm at public cloud is presented in 
section 5. Experimental results and comparison are presented 
in section 6 and Section 7 concludes the work carried out. 

2 RELATED WORK  
In [1], Heterogeneous Earliest Finish Time (HEFT) algo-

rithm was proposed to schedule workflow applications in het-
erogeneous computing environment. HEFT uses objective 
function to minimize the makespan of workflow application 
over diverse computing systems. The Deadline-Markov Deci-
sion Process algorithm in [2] partition the Directed Acyclic 
Graph (DAG) of workflow application and assign sub dead-
lines to each partition according to user defined deadline. It 
minimizes the execution cost of workflow application while 
meeting the user set deadlines. The MDP also support on-
demand resources through single level SLA (Service Level 
Agreement). The hybrid cloud optimized cost (HCOC) algo-
rithm was proposed in [3] which schedule workflow applica-
tions on hybrid clouds. HCOC schedules tasks on public cloud 
if the tasks fail to spot on private cloud. It considers sub-
deadline of task, performance of resources and cost of re-
sources of public cloud while migrating the tasks on public 
cloud from private cloud. The deadline and cost based work-
flow scheduling algorithm [4] was proposed in hybrid cloud, 
in which sub deadline is assigned to each task in workflow 
application and migrate the tasks to public cloud whose dead-
line is not met at private cloud. 

The above scheduling algorithms share common character-
istics that they all belong to heuristic technique of scheduling 
which may result into finding the solution which is locally 
optimal. None of them uses meta-heuristic such as ant colony 
scheduling algorithm to schedule workflow application in 
hybrid Clouds.  Ant colony algorithm is an artificial intelli-
gence based algorithm, where we simulate the ants moving 
from one food source to other. In [5] Ant Colony Optimization 
(ACO) was used to schedule workflow application in Grid 
which calculate pheromone value on multiple QoS parame-
ters. In [6] the level based workflow application is scheduled 
using genetic algorithm. In [9] authentication mechanism is 
proposed that uses username and password to verify the au-
thentication of cloud user. In [10] presents a comparative 
study of job scheduling strategies in grid computing.  In [7] 
according to survey, there is a need to test the performance of 
meta-heuristic algorithm such as ant colony optimization in 
hybrid clouds. So, in this paper ACO algorithm is proposed to 
schedule level based workflow applications in hybrid clouds.  

3 PROBLEM OVERVIEW 
Hybrid clouds combine the features of private clouds as 

well as public clouds. The user submits its workflow applica-
tion for execution to scheduler/broker. The scheduler uses ant 
colony optimization algorithm to find the schedule for work-

flow application on private cloud. The ACO calculates the 
pheromone value based on MIPS rate of virtual machines at 
private cloud. If scheduler finds the schedule for workflow 
application within the user defined deadlines at private cloud 
then it binds the tasks with resources according to schedule 
otherwise it assign sub deadlines to workflow tasks and mi-
grate them to public cloud. At public cloud, the ACO calcu-
lates the pheromone value of each virtual machine based on 
cost of execution. It selects those machines from public clouds 
which are cost effective and executes the workflow application 
within sub deadlines.  Figure 2 shows the hybrid cloud archi-
tecture i.e. the combination of private and public cloud. These 
clouds are interconnected through Internet. Broker/Scheduler 
is responsible for allocating resources to workflow tasks. It 
uses ant colony optimization algorithm to achieve the objec-
tive of cloud service provider as well as cloud user.  

 
 

 

Fig. 2. Hybrid Cloud 

4 ACO AT PRIVATE CLOUD 
The proposed ant colony optimization algorithm finds the 

schedule at private cloud which results into achieving user 
defined deadlines. If the deadlines are missed at private cloud 
then sub deadlines are assigned to workflow tasks and mi-
grated to public cloud. 
Following steps are followed by scheduler to schedule the 
tasks at private cloud. 
1. Let VM be the list of all the virtual machines on private 
cloud and T be the list of tasks that are to be assigned on the 
cloud. 
2. Add the tasks in the list T according to DAG, which 
means tasks at level i in the DAG are added before tasks at 
level j in the list. 
3. Tasks at the same level of the DAG are assigned accord-
ing to their size; bigger tasks are arranged first. 
4. At private cloud cost is not considered so machines are 
picked on the basis of MIPS. 
5. Assume a colony has N ants. Start Ant Colony with first 
tour. 
6. While there are ants in the colony repeat the following 
steps. 
7. Start tour of ant A (k), where k=0, 1, 2....N. 
8. Loop while there are more tasks in the list T. 
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9. Pick task t (i) from the list T, where i=0, 1, 2.....n. 
10. If this is the first ant in the colony, initialize pheromones 
value þi (t) on the basis of MIPS of virtual machines. 
þi  (t) = pe_mipsi × pe_numi  
Where pe_mipsi is MIPS rate and pe_numi is number of pro-
cessing elements in virtual machine i. 
Choose a virtual machine V (j) randomly, while giving the 
preference to virtual machine with higher pheromone value.  
11. Update local pheromone value on virtual machine. 
þi  (t+1) = (1 – e)  × þi  (t) + (1 / Tet)   
Where e is evaporation rate 0<e<1, þi  (t) is initial pheromone 
value on virtual machine i and Tet is execution time of task t on 
virtual machine i. Tet is calculated by using following formula. 
Tet = (Instruction length of task) / (MIPS rate of virtual machine). 
12. After all tasks are assigned and the tour of ant A(k) is 
ended.  Update pheromones globally. 
13. If all ants finished their tour, prepare a final schedule by 
picking the virtual machine with highest pheromone value for 
the task. 
14. Compare the total finish time TF of the task with work-
flow application deadline D 
If (TF<D) make this final schedule 
Else 
Assign sub deadline to all the tasks in the list by dividing 
workflow application deadline D on the basis of task’s length. 
15. Compare sub deadline of the task with finish time of the 
task. 
If tf (i) > d (i) put task t(i) to the list that will be sent to public 
cloud, where tf (i) is the total finishing time and d (i) is the sub 
deadline of tasks T (i).  
All the tasks not executed within the sub deadline are sent to 
public cloud. 

5 ACO AT PUBLIC CLOUD 
Receive the list of tasks for which sub deadlines are missed 

at private cloud.  The scheduler allocates resources to these 
tasks at public cloud. It uses ant colony optimization algo-
rithm for allocating virtual machines to these tasks. It finds the 
schedule that results into less cost and executes the workflow 
application within the sub-deadlines.  
Following steps are followed by scheduler to schedule the 
tasks at public cloud. 
1. Assume there are M ants on the public cloud. Start ant 
tour. 
2. While there are more ants in the colony repeat the fol-
lowing steps. 
3. Start tour of ant A (k), where k=0, 1, 2.....M. 
4. Loop while there are more tasks in the list. 
5. Pick task t (i), where i=0, 1, 2....N. 
6. If this is the first ant in the list, initialize pheromone on 
the virtual machines. On public cloud the pheromone values 
are assigned on the basis of virtual machine cost. So, lesser 
will be cost of virtual machine higher will be the pheromone 
value. 
         þi  (t) = 1 / ci 

Where ci is the cost of virtual machine i.   

7.  Pick vm (j) randomly on the basis by giving preference 
to virtual machine with high pheromone value, where j= 1, 
2.......K. 
8. Find estimated finish time of the task on the virtual ma-
chine. 
EFT = (Instruction length of task) / (MIPS rate of virtual ma-
chine) 
If (EFT (i) < d (i)) assign task to this virtual machine. 
Else  
Find other virtual machine for the task that will satisfy the 
above condition. Assign task to the selected virtual machine. 
Where, EFT (i) is estimated finish time of the task (i) on select-
ed virtual machine and d (i) is the sub deadline of the task. 
9. After assigning task on the virtual machine update local 
pheromone on the selected virtual machine. 
        þi  (t+1) = (1 – e) × þi  (t) + (1 /Ec) 
  Where e is evaporation rate 0<e<1,   þi (t) is initial pheromone 
value and Ec is execution cost of task t on virtual machine i. 
10. At the end of the ant tour, update pheromone globally. 
11. After finishing ant’s tour, pick the virtual machine with 
highest pheromone value for the tasks and make this final 
schedule.  

6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The experiments are conducted using CloudSim [8]. Fol-

lowing configuration values were set when performance eval-
uation was carried out in hybrid cloud. Table I provides in-
formation about simulated resources which were used to per-
form experiments i.e. number of data centres, host configura-
tion and virtual machine parameters etc. 

 
TABLE 1 

SIMULATION PARAMETERS 

Number of Data Centres 5 

Number of Hosts on each Data Centre 25 

MIPS Rate of Host 10000 
RAM of Host 65536 MB 

Number of VMs on each Host 2 
RAM of VM 512 MB 

MIPS of VM Varying from 200 
to 4000 

Mode of VMs on Host Time-Shared 
Total number of VMs 250 

 
During experiments, five Data Centres were interconnected 

and one of them was private cloud and others were public 
cloud. The collaboration of private and public clouds make 
hybrid cloud network. 

 
6.1 Comparison of Ant Colony Optimization with Other 

Scheduling Algorithms on the Basis of Cost in 
Hybrid Cloud 

 
The performance of Ant Colony was compared with genetic 
algorithm, min-min Algorithm and max-min algorithm in hy-
brid cloud. Figure 3 shows that the ACO optimizes execution 
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cost of workflow application better than genetic algorithm, 
min-min and max-min algorithm when it schedules the tasks 
to public cloud for which deadlines were missed at private 
cloud. 

 
 

 

Fig. 3. Comparison of ACO with Other Scheduling Algorithms in Hybrid 
Cloud  

6.2 Performance Evaluation of Ant Colony Optimization 
on Public Cloud and Hybrid Cloud 

 
Ant Colony Optimization algorithm calculates the pheromone 
value of virtual machine in private cloud on the basis of MIPS 
rate. According to [3], the execution cost of private cloud is 
neglected because it is owned and maintained by organisation 
itself. Hybrid cloud organisations only pay for that tasks that 
skip deadlines on private cloud and need migration and exe-
cution on public cloud.  

 

 

Fig. 4. Performance Evaluation of ACO on Public and Hybrid Cloud 

In figure 4, the execution cost of workflow application using 
ant colony optimization algorithm was tested on both public 
cloud and hybrid cloud. There were 50 interdependent tasks 
in a workflow application which were executed on public as 
well as hybrid cloud. 

7 CONCLUSION 
 
In this paper meta-heuristic based ant colony optimization 
algorithm has been proposed to schedule workflow applica-
tions in hybrid clouds. User defines the deadlines of workflow 
application. The Ant Colony Optimization algorithm has been 
used to optimize the execution cost of those tasks whose sub 
deadlines were missed at private cloud and are shifted to pub-
lic cloud to complete their execution within sub deadlines. The 
performance of ACO was compared with other meta-heuristic 
scheduling algorithms viz. genetic algorithm and heuristic 
scheduling algorithm i.e. min-min and max-min algorithm. 
The performance of ACO was also evaluated on the basis of 
execution cost in public as well as in hybrid cloud. In future, 
we can add other parameters while selecting resources such as 
reliability of virtual machine or other QoS parameter while 
assigning the tasks in hybrid clouds. 
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